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ABSTRACT

-  A high energy shock tube has been developed that employs free-

piston compression to energize the driver gas. The shock tube may

I- be operated in either a constant volume or a constant pressure

mode, depending upon whether or not the pIston is brought to rest

prior to diaphragm rupture. The constant volume mode was used to

produce shock velocities up to 30,000 feet per second in helium

and argon. The constant pressure mode was used to obtain tailcred

interface operation with helium driving argon at shock Mach num-

I bers around 10. Analyses were developed for predicting piston

behavior and shock tube operating characteristics in both modes.

3 The results of theie predictions are compared with our measure-

ments. The shock tube performance calculations reveal some ad-

3 vantages of the constant pressure mode for tailored interface

shock tube operation.II
,II,,
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

a local speed of sound

A tube cross-sectional area

D tube diameter

h specific enthalpy

I L effective length of reservoir or pump tube

m piston mass

M flow Mach number

M shock Mach number
s

I Mst shock Mach number for tailored interface operation

p pressure in shock tube

P pressure in reservoir or pump tube
p4 1 4P41 4/Pl

t time

u piston velocity relative to tube; also used for local
flow velocity in driven tube

u shock velocity in driven tubeu~s

U reference velocity

I w weight of piston

x piston displacement from initial position

S I f y distance from piston face to effective endwall location

* isentropic exponent
U C cutoff wavelength for microwave transmission in a tube

free-space wavelength

wavelength in a circular waveguide. g
P gas density

Subscripts

1 1 reservoir gas conditions; also used for initial conditions
in driven tube

2 pump tube gas conditions, also used for conditions behind
I shock in driven tube
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01 initial conditions in reservoir gas

02 initial conditions in pump tube gas

3 local conditions behind interface in driven cube

3' steady flow conditions downstream of orifice in
driven tube

4 initial conditions in shock tube driver gas

5 conditions behind reflected shock in driven tube

r conditions in pump tube gas at diaphragm rupture -

f conditions in pump tube gas at piston rebound

Superscripts

* conditions at sonic point in a 'zteady flow -.

x'
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SI. INTRODUCTION

The free-piston compressor was developed to increase our shock

tube energy capabilities and thus raise the velocity range of noz-

zle flow fields formed by the expansion of shock-heated gases.

This compression device uses a single stroke of a pneumatically

driven piston to heat and compress helium driver gas. Heating the

driver gas enhances shock tube performance fr3m two standpoints:

first, the shock Mach number obtainable with a given initial dia-'l'
phragm pressure ratio increases strongly with the driver gas tem-

perature; second, the shock Mach number at which tailored interface

operation can be achieved in a shock tunnel also increases as the:1 driver gas temperature increases.

A compression-heated driver has several advantages over al-

ternative driver heating methods, such as arc discharge or com-

4 bustion. A significant advantage is that the free-piston com-

pressor can be operated in two different modes. It can be used

to develop either the conventional constant volume driver or else

I the less familiar constant pressure driver. In the former mode

of operation a compression-heated driver can produce much higher

shock Mach numbers than a combustion driver, and its performance

characteristics are comparable with an arc-heated driver (Ref. 1).

iThis mode is most useful for operation at shock Mach numbers above

20 when testing time is not a problem.

The tube may be operated in the constant pressure mode when

it is desired to produce longer testing times by the tailored

interface technique. Shock Mach numbers are lower than for the

constant volume case, but testing time is greatly increased be-

I I cause this technique prevents the reflected shock wave fro in-

I teracting with the interface between the driver and the driven

! 1
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gases. Tailoring can be achieved at shock Mach numbers consider-

ably higher than with combustion heating and comparable with arc ]
heating. This performance is obtained by allowing the diaphragm

to rupture while the piston is in motion (Refs. 2-4). The

compression-heated driver requires considerably less energy for

its operation than other techniques. Further advantages compared

to arc heating are the lack of electromagnetic interference and

considerably lower contamination levels.

Shock tube operation in the constant volume mode can be ana-

lyzed using relations presented in Ref. 5. In the constant pres-

sure mode, shock tube operation is complicated by a steady-state

expansion of the driver gas and requires a different type of anal-

ysis. Two separate analyses are developed to describe the differ- "

ent piston velocitius required to produce these two modes of

operation.

.2
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II. DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION

A sketch of the free-piston compressor, shock tube, and asso-

ciated equipment is shown in Fig. 1. The tube assembly consists

* of three separate sections: the reservoir, the compression tube,
and the driven tube. Together, the reservoir and the compression

l tube are referred to as the free-pistcn compressor. The compressor

U section produces a high pressure driver gas that ruptures a metal

* diaphragm and drives a high velocity shock wave through the gas in

I the driven tube. While the compressor is rigidly attached to theipump tube at the diaphragm station by a high pressure collar, the

compressor can be operated independently of the driven tube by in-

serting a thick aluminum plug in place of the diaphragm. This

tyqe of operation is referred to as closed tube operation.

I To operate the compressor, the piston is mechanically restrained

at its initial position as the gas pressure in the reservoir behind

3 it is increased. When the piston is released it moves rapidly through

the compression tube for a distance of approximately 11 feet until

it is brought to rest by the compressed gas trapped ahead of it. The

distance traveled by the piston during the compression stroke depends

on the initial pressure ratio across it. The time required for the

compression stroke is determined by the initial reservoir pressure

I and the piston mass.

The piston behavio-: close to the end of the stroke depends on

I what type of run is made. For a closed tube run the piston rebounds

back through the compression tube after stopping at the clos=d end.

I For shock tube type operation the compressed gas ruptures the dia-

phragm and the piston comes to rest at the diaphragm station. Two

I modes of shock tube operation are used, the difference between modes

being caused by differences in the piston motion close to the end of

3



the stroke. For one mode of operation, designated a constant

volume driver, the piston comes to rest just as the diaphragm

breaks. For the second mode, designated a constant pressure mode,

the piston is still moving at high velocity when the diaphragm

breaks, and thereafter the piston decelerates ao it approaches

and strikes the end wall at relatively low velocity. These two

modes of shock tube driver operation are described in greater

detail below.

A detailed investigation of the flow conditions in the driven

tube was necessary to determine the capabilities of these two dif- A
ferent driver modes. In a conventional shock tube (constant volume

driver mode), when the diaphragm ruptures, a shock wave propagates

through the driven tube while simultaneously an expansion wave
moves back through the driver. An interface that separates the

gases that were originally in the driver and driven sections closely

follows the shock wave. The expansion wave reflects from the rear .
wall of the driver back into the driven tube; eventually it over-
takes the interface and shock wave (if the driven tube is long

enough) because its velocity is greater. When the shock wave re-
flects from the closed end of the driven tube it moves back toward
the oncoming interface, leaving a region of hot, stagnant driven

tube gas near the end wall. The region near the end wall is re-

ferred to as the reflected zone. If the reflected shock wave

passes through the interface without generating a disturbance in

the reflected zone, the shock tube is said to be operating under

tailored interface conditions.

At the end of the pump tube, adjacent to the diaphragm, there

is a short channel (Fig. 2) with the same ID as that of the driven

tube. When used as a constant-volume shock tube driver, this chan-

nel becomes the driver section, and the piston comes to rest close

Ow
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- Reservoir Pump Tube Diaphragm Driven Tube Test Section

E z2zzz
I

I I I

Vacuum -j

Pumps -

I--Q -0--0-0-0
I Ccntrol Bottle

Panel Storage

Fig. 1 Sketch of Free-Piston Shock Tube

I
I
I o

I
LJO! = 4.!7'4 ft D2  =10.6 inl.

LJ02 1 1.551 ft D3  5.2 in.

3

I XIIAX = 11.359 ft Wp = 38 lb

Fig. 2 Schemacic Diagram of Compressor
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to the channel face just as the diaphragm breaks. A spike mounted

on the front of the piston breaks the diarhiragm when the piston

reaches the end of the stroke. This mode of operation provides the

maximum compression ratio and thus the highest possible driver gas

temperature at diaphragm rupture. Although the driver section is

only about oue foot long, this length is sufficient if the shock

velocity is high enough so that the reflected expansion head ar-

rives at the end wall of the driven tube a few hundred microseconds

later than the incident shock. Operation in this mode provides ex-

tremely high energy gas tn the reflected zone of the driven tube

for a very short time period.

Longer duration nozzle flows can be obtained by delaying the

arrival of disturbances in the reflected shock zone. Two changes

must be made to extend the duration of the steady conditions sig-

nificantly. First, disturbances generated by the reflected shock

passing through the interface are suppressed by operating the

driven tube under tailored incerface conditions. Second, the ar-

rival of the reflected expansion bead must be delayed a few milli-

seconds. This latter change can be accomplished by operation in a

constant pressure mode. The diaphragm is allowed to break before

the piston reaches the end of its stroke, when the piston is moving

rapidly enough for its motion to compensate for driver gas flow

into the driven tube, The movement of the piston at and following

diaphragm rupture suppresses the formation of an expansion wave for

several milliseconds until the piston comes to rest at the compressor

end wall.



I • III. ANALYSIS OF PISTON MOTION

K A. Closed Tube

To analyze the piston motion in a closed tube we used anF analysis similar to that developed by Roffe (Ref. 6). This rela-

tively simple analysis provides a partial description of piston

behavior during shock tube operation since the motion of the

piston up to the time of diaphragm rupture is the same as if the

nI tube were closed.

The reservoir and pump tube gases are assumed to undergo a

quasi-steady, isentropic eypansion and compression. This assump-

tion imposes certain constraints on piston motion. The compressionA stroke must be rapid enough to neglect heat transfer to the walls

but slow enough to avoid the influence of unsteady wave processes

( I in the gases. In addition, friction forces on the piston must be

negligible compared to pressure forces and the piston rings must

prevent any gas leakage past the piston. A frame of reference was

selected that is stationary with respect to the tube assembly, as-

I suming that the piston mass is very small compared to the mass of

the tube assembly so that acceleration of the latter can be ne-

S I glected.

The schematic diagram (Fig. 2) shows only the reservoir and

pump tube. Let the subscript 1 denote conditions behind the

u piston and 2 denote conditions ahead of the piston. The addi-
tional subscript 0 denotes initial conditions before piston

i release. The quantity L02 represents the effective length of

the pump tube; that is, the length of a completely cylindrical

i pump tube with the same volume. L01  is the effective reservoir

length. The distance x represents the displacement of the

; l piston from its initial location.

7



The pressure ahead of the piston is given by

S2 021.L 0 2 -,x,

where P0 2  is the initial pressure in the pump tube and is -

the isentropic exponent. Similarly, for the pressure behind the

piston

P 1 1
P= P0L02 + xA() -

Then the equation of motion for a piston with mass m and cross-

sectional area A is

2 L02 -
md2x _01 ___ L 02 " "
A dt2 o +x) L02 X/

Integrating with respect to time and applying the condition that

u = 0 for t = 0, the following expreigion can be found for

piston velocity ; a function of displacement

PL0 V21 f IY-
2u 2 _ 02 L i 02P 01L, L2A "Y " (1I 02 - ) X.oI + "

(4)

Figure 3 shows the piston velocities predicted by Eq. (4)

for a given initial reservoir pressure and several different ini-

tial pump tube pressures. As the initial pump tube pressure is

decreased, the shape of the curves change and the point of piston

rebound moves further downstream. The maximum displacement can be

8
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found from Eq. (4) by assunting u 0. Results show tLat the

maximum displacement at rebound is independent of piston mass

and for a given geometry depends only on the initial pressure

ratio across the piston. However, the stroke time does depend

on piston mass since for given P01 and P02  the velocity at

any point is inversely proportional to the square root of piston

mass.

The shape of the curves in Fig. 3 illustrates why, for a given

P 01 a higher peak pressure is developed at the erd of the stroke

by using a lower value of P02. Consider the maximum velocity

point on the lower curve which assumes an initial pump tube pres-

sure of 20 psi. At that location, P1 = P2. The piston requires

a certain average product of force times distance to reach that

velocity, and it requires the same average value of force times

distance to stop it at the rebound point. Now consider the upper

curve where the initial pump tube pressure is assumed to be 5 psi.

There is an even higher maximum velocity later in the stroke com-

pared to the 20 psi case, yet the stopping distance is much

shorter. For this curve the pressure developed in the compressed

gas is extremely high, much higher than the initial reservoir pres- ,I

sure P01" This behavior is referred to as pressure amplification

and is one of the advantages of piston compression for driving a

shock tube. The diaphragm can be broken with a high energy gas

pulse that has a pressure far beyond the initial pressure anywhere

in the system. In fact, care must be taken in setting the initial

conditions so as not to choose too low a value of P02 and drive

the peak pressure above the 10,000 psi design rating of the high

pressure collar. 

10



B. Constant Volume Driver

3 The closed tube analysis is used to describe the piston be-

havior and to calculate the driver gas conditions when the piston

tube is operated as a constant volume shock tube driver. When

I this mode is used it is generally desired to have the highest pos-

U sible driver temperatire. This results from a maximum stroke

3 length. The initial pressure ratio, P0 1 1P required to ob-

tain a desired strc i emgth can be found from Eq. (4). The level

* of P0 2  required to obtain a given diaphragm rupture pressure can

- be found from Eq. (1) using the stroke length. Thus the initial

3 conditions are specified by the desired driver conditions, and, if

-the stroke time is of interest, it can be approximated by graphic

I integration of an appropriate plot of u versus x.

For an isentropic compression the temperature of the gas ahead

. I of the piston is given by

L 0 2 1

T = ) (5)
2 =02L0 2 - x

This relation shows that the temperature is only a function of the

I volumetric compression ratio and the isentropic exponent T2 . A

dashed curve showing this relation between T2  and x appears in

j I F.g. 3. Note the rapid temperature rise as the piston approaches

the maximum displacement. For a full stroke, with the piston face

S I stopping right at the entrance to the driver section, isentropic

theory predicts a helium driver temperature of about 4000*K. The

pressure variation follows the same general behavior, with P2  in-

creasing very rapidly near the end of the stroke.

IFor shock tube operation the conditions in the piston-compressed

gas at diaphragm rupture represent the shock tube driver gas conditions.

I
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The notation shown in Fig. 2 is used to describe compressor opera-

tion, and the notation in the appendix is used to describe shock

tube operation. At diaphragm rupture the compressed gas properties

P2, 2' and '2 become the driver conditions P4 , T4' and T4 .

C. Constant.--_ Pressure Driver;

A description of piston behavior needed to produce the con-

stant pressure mode requires a more complex analysis. The dia-

phagm is allowed to break before the piston reaches the end of

its stroke. An orifice plate (Fig. 4) must be added at the dia-

phragm station to restrict the flow of driver gas into the driven

tube. The analysis of piston motion after diaphragm breakage fol-

lows that developed by Stalker (Ref. 3). It is used to determine

the initial pressure ratio and diaphragm rupture point required to

maintain driver gas conditions approximately constant for a few

milliseconds after diaphragm rupture. The analysis assumes steady-

state, isentropic flow of the driver gas with sonic conditions at

the exit orifice.

Let the subscript r denote the compressed gas conditions at 0.

diaphragm rupture, and define a reference velocity Ur as the 4 p

piston velocity that would be required at diaphragm rupture to pro- --

duce disturbance-free driver conditions. The actual piston velocity

at rupture is denoted by ur. The one dimensional mass flow equa- --

tions can be used to relate Ur to the driver gas conditions and

the ratio o.: sonic point area to pump tube area. For a perfect gas -

* T 1r r A--
Ur prF r A '

where Lhe nsterisk denotes properties at the sonic point and ar

is the speed of sound in the compressed gas at diaphragm rupture.

12
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When the area ratio is specified, the density and temperature

ratios can be evaluated, and Ur becomes only a function of com-

pressed gas temperature The reference velocity Ur  is plotted

versus temperature in Fig. 5 for a helium driver. The upper curve

was developed by assuming A iA was the area ratio between the

pump tube and driven tube. Since the shock Mach number for

tailored interface operation (designated Mst) is determined by
st

the temperature of the helium driver gas, approximate values of

Mst in air have been indicated along the temperature coordinate.

By choosing ur somewhat greater than Gr' the driver gas

pressure can be made to increase slightly after diaphragm rupture

and then decro se monotonically as the piston comes to rest. For

the driver presure to remain approximately constant for a few

milliseconds, it is necessary to have ur about 50 percent

greater than Ur. Furthermore, the maximum piston velocity before

rupture must be considerably greater than ur. From the upper

curve in Fig. 5 it is apparent that at high M st maxinum piston

velocities of 2000 feet/second would be required if the helium

driver gas were allowed to flow directly into the driven tube.

This range of piston velocity is impractical. By installing an

orifice in the driver section adjacent to the diaphragm, the re-

quired piston velocity can be lowered to a more reasonable range.

The lower two curves in Fig. 5 show the variation of Ur with

T2r for a 2-inch or 3-inch diameter orifice plate installed

at the diaphragm station. A 3-inch diameter orifice plate would

reduce the maximum piston velocity to about 600 feet/second for

tailoring at high Ms . This velocity range can be produced using

an 800 psi initial reservoir pressure. Driver performance is

affected by the area expansion downstream of the orifice, and one

finds the prediction of shock tube performance characteristics

more complex because of it.

14
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To determine the variation in compressed gas conditions

ahead of the piston after diaphragm rupture, let

For isentropic flow between the pump tube and the orifice, Stalker

(Ref. 3) has shown that the motion of the piston can be related to

the mass flow through the orifice with the equation

2
2 PrUr (

The equation of motion of the piston is given by

du _ Adu -- (P - l)  , (7)dt m

where

u dz
dt

If expansion or compression of the gas ahead of the piston is

isentropic, then

P - . (8)
Pr r

The pressure behind the piston is given by

P P L 01
I = 01L01 + L  ()

Equations (6) through (9) can be used to determine the variation

in driver gas conditions and the piston motion as functions of time

after the diaphragm has opened. These equations were programmed

and a number of computer runs were made to determine the initial

16



g conditions and diaphragm rupture point reauired to produce speci-

fied driver conditions. For an assumed diaphragm rupture point,

I the closed-tube equations provided the driver gas conditions re-

quired to start the calculations at diaphragm rupture.

I Figure 6 shows a plot of piston velocity after diaphragm rup-

ture versus distance from the end wall obtained from one computer

I run made for a 2-inch diameter orifice. The computer program

also tabulates p/pr and T/Tr  as functions of time after dia-

ift phragm rupture corresponding to each curve. The curves in Fig. 6

were produced by assuming the same initial reservoir and ptnp tube

I pressures and choosing five different diaphragm rupture points.

Piston impact against the end wall was predicted for each assumed

I runtore point. The impact velocity decreases as the diaphragm

rupture point is moved forward until conditions are such that a

if partial rebound occurs; that is, the piston stops close to the end,

rebounds slightly, and then reaccelerates into the end. For the

initial pressures chosen for Fig. 6, a diaphragm rupture point of

xr = 11.25 feet would yield an impact velocity of 40 feet/second.

iThe corresponding tabulation of pressure and temperature show the

driver conditions would 7ary by less than 10 percent for 1.5 mil-

I liseconds after diaphragm rupture, and tailored-interface operation

should be possible at M 12.I
A number of computer calculations were carried out for various

initial conditions and the results plotted on a CRT display termi-

Inal for rapid analysis. For a 2-inch diameter orifice, the lowest

w Iimpact velocity predicted for any combination of initial conditions

iand diaphragm rupture points was 20 feet/second. Impact velocities

less than 50/second were predicted for a wide range of driver gas

conditions. For a 3-inch diameter orifice the required piston ve-

locities were higher, the time duration of relatively constant pres-

sure was less, driver gas temperatures were higher, and piston impact

17
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velocity was also generally higher. The duration of approximately

steady driver conditions was found to decrease as driver tempera-

ture increased because the required piston velocity was higher and

the diaphragm rupture point was closer to the end wall. This de-
crease in steady P4 duration with T4 was observed for both

orifice diameters, indicating that the maximum duration of steady

conditions in the reflected zone must decrease as Mst is increased.

ati

I
IJ

I
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUES

A. Tube Assembl.

The reservoir is approximately 4 feet long; the pump tube,

12 feet long. Both have a 10.6-inch ID and 12-inch OD. These

sections were designed for 2000 psi and hydrostatically tested

to 3000 psi. The diaphragm end of the pump tube is limited to a

maximum impulse pressure of approximately 10,000 psi. The driven

tube is 20 feet long with a 5.2-inch ID. Each of these sec-

tions of the tube assembly are independently evacuated, purged,

and filled by the gas handling system prior to operation.

The piston, shown in Fig. 7, is a hollow aluminum shell with

a central steel tang. Before the piston is released, an "O"-ring

on the back of the piston forms a gas seal between the reservoir

and the pump tube. The piston is mechanically restrained at its

initial position by a hollow bar that is anchored to the rear wall

of the reservoir. When the piL;ton is set in its initial position,

the steel tang on the piston fits inside this bar and is spread

outward by a centerbody within the bar, restraining the piston

from forward motion. With a high pressure in the reservoir, the

piston is launched by withdrawing the centerbody. This release

mechanism has performed satisfactorily at reservoir pressures up

to 400 psi, and should be capable of operation up to 1000 psi.

An important consideration in compressor design was to main-

tain low contamination levels in the compressed gas to prevent

driver gas contaminants from coating the driven tube walls. This

requirement was partially satisfied by avoiding the use of lubri-

cants on the pump tube walls. Two seal rings mounted on the piston

contact the pump tube walls and prevent leakage past the piston
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during the compression stroke. In the initial work pure teflon

rings were used. Because of rapid ring wear we changed to a com-

posite ring material (20 percent Fibreglas and 80 percent Teflon).

The thermal expansion of this material is high enougo to machine

the rings to the desired size and shrink-fit them on the hollow

piston. The ring OD was cut 0.005-inch smaller than the pump

tube ID; after about 100 runs the ring fit was still close enough

to show no change in compression characteristics. The primary

source of ring wear was found to be local erosion of the forward

ring where it is exposed to the hot compressed gas.

The piston weighs 38 pounds, and the reservoir, pump tube,

and driven tube together weigh approximately two tons. The tube

assembly recoils in response to piston motion. Rather than at-

tempt to restrain this motion the entire tube assembly is mounted

on rollers so that it is free to recoil. For safety, shock ab-

sorbers were installed to restrain axial movement of the tube as-

sembly beyond three inches from its initial position. These shock II
absorbers have not engaged during any of the tests described, since

the tube recoil distance is only 1--inches for a full compression

stroke of the piston (approximately an 11 foot stroke length). 1
The time duration of this recoil is between 40 and 100 mil-

liseconds, depending on reservoir pressure, and the tube assembly *1
comes to rest at its new location just after diaphragm rupture.

However, if the compressor is operated with a solid plug at the

diaphragm station (for investigation of piston behavior), this ini-

tial l1-inch recoil is followed by a series of damped tube oscil-

lations that last until the piston finally comes to rest. The tube

assembly responds to these piston oscillations by moving axially so

that the center of mass of the combined system remains stationary.
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The most critical design problem in the compressor involved

U piston impact against the end wall. The piston could always be

3 brought to rest before the end wall, but a partial rebound coul'

then be followed by reacceleration of the piston into the end by

3 the expanded reservoir gas. For our early work a conservative

approach to this problem was taken as a safety precaution. The

3 end wall was covered with a hollow cylinder of crushable aluminum

honeycomb. This material, manufactured by Hexcel Corp. under the

j trade name Tubecore, had a unitorm crush force over three quarters

of its length. The thickness of this material was chosen so as to

j permit an impact velocity up to 120 feet/second.

Operation in the constant volume mode led to impact velocities

I in the range of only a few feet/second, permitting a given piece of

honeycomb to be used for many runs. Its main disadvantages were

J that its cellular structure soaked up considerable heat from the

compressel driver gas, and the binvder material used in its con-

I struction degraded at high temperature and provided a severe con-

tamination problem. Because of the low piston velocities we dis-

I carded the honeycomb and used nylon impact discs mounted on the

end wall. Contamination from thermal degradation of nylon was

-I quite low, and the impact was mild enough to use the discs a dozen

times before replacement.

Operation in the constant pressure mode leads to high impact

velocity. Nylon was not used because replacement would have been

required on every run, and the time lost in tube disassembly would

have been prohibitive. The first several runs in this mode were

made using honeycomb until a more convenient impact mechanism could

be built. This mechanism consists of eight pneumatic plungers that

were built into the end wall. Each plunger has a two inch internal
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diameter and a two inch stroke. Preloading the plunger cavities

with helium to a pressure of 1000 psi makes this device usable

up to impact velocities of 120 feet/second. Its primary advan-

tage is that it resets itself, and frequent tube disassembly is

not required. Because this device provides a resiliant type of

impact, the piston energy at the end of the stroke i dissipated

by multiple impact.

Control of diaphragm break pressure was critical during con-

stant pressure operation. The break pressure of a diaphragm of

given thickness was varied by changing the depth of a pair of

crossed lines that are cut (or scribed) on one surlace. The varia-

tion of rupture pressure with scribe depth for a given diaphragm

thickness was determined early in this investigation by running a

series of static diaphragm burst tests. However, we felt that in

this early work the slow buildup in pressure prior to ruptire did

not adequately simuilatc the pulse-type pressure rise before dia-

phragm rupture during compressor operation, and that a diaphragm

scribed to a given depth might break at a higher pressure under

"ynamic pressure loading than it would under static loading.

To resolve this question a short series of dynamic break tests

were performed with the compressor operating in a modified closed

tube mode. We used a plug just downstream of the diaphragms to

limit the downstream volume of the driven tube to less than

'.i cubic foot so that the high pressure gas cushion ahead of

the piston would not be diminished and allow the piston to strike

the end wall. These dynamic break tests produced the same rapid

pressure rise prior to rupture that occurs during actual compressor

operation. The variation of break pressure with scribe depth found

from these tests was about 10 percent higher in pressure level
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than that obtained from the static break tests. The piston stroke

time was nominally 35 milliseconds, but most of the pressure

rise occurred 5 milliseconds prior to diaphragm rupture.

All three sections of the tube assembly were evacuated and

1' purged prior to shock tube operation. Special consideration was

given to the driven tube to obtain high gas purity at the lower

levels of pl. An ultimate tube pressure of 200 microns was ob-

tained using a mechanical pump, and long term leak tests showed a

leak rate of 5 microns per hour. The shock tube was generally

g •run within 20 minutes after purging and setting the driven tube

pressure at the desired p,.

B. Instrumentation

The initial pressure P and P02 were measured with Bourdon

tube gauges. During piston motion the pressure in the pump tube

I ahead of the piston was measured with two piezoelectric gauges

(Type 603H, Kistler Manufacturing Corp.) that were flush-mounted

j in the driver section close to the diaphragm station. The gauges

were coated with a thin layer of thermal insulation to minimize

error caused by heat transfer during the compression stroke. Either

H-film tape ( -mil thick) or an elastic type of contact cement

I were found to provide adequate thermal insulation.

Measurements of maximum piston velocity were made using a

i microwave technique to check the values predicted by Eq. (4). The

pump tube was used as a circular waveguide, excited by a loop an-

I tenna located inside the reservir. An oscillator was used to

drive the antenna at 835 MHz, a frequency chosen to suppress

transmission in modes other than the lowest frequency TEll mode.

The signal from the antenna, received by a diode through a direc-

lI tional coupler, was displayed on an oscilloscope.
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Motion of the piston produced oscillations in the antenna

signal lvel corresponding to changes in the standing wave pat-

tern bt:.'nd the piston. Sharply defined peaks appeared every

time the piston moved a d2istance equal to half the guide wave-

length, given by

hf
(10)

ccwhere Nf is the free space wavelength of the applied signal and ,

c is the cutoff wavelength of the mode propagated in the wave-

guide. For a circular waveguide with diameter D, the cutoff

wavelength of the TE11 mode can be found from

X =1.706 D
c Dc

The piston was mechanically moved through the tube, and the

displacement corresponding to peaks in the output signal was found

to be 11.31 inches, which is half the guide wavelength predicted

by Eq. (10). During pump tube operation the piston velocity was

found by dividing this distance by the measured time interval be-

tween signal ,eaks. The spatial resolution of such measurements

is poor because of the large piston displacement between signal

peaks, so details of local velocity could not be resolved close

to the end of the stroke where the acceleration was high. For mea-

surements of maximum piston velocity, however, this approach was

adequate.

A more convenient method of measuring piston velocity was de-

veloped using the recoil of the tube assembly. A constant voltage

was applied to a thin-film linear potentiometer that was set up to

monitor movement of the rear reservoir flange relative the the rear

I
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support stand. The voltage on the sliding arm was displayed on

an oscilloscope. The piston and the tube assembly move relative

to each other in such a way that the center of mass of the com-

bined system remains stationary. At any time after piston launch,K'
the displacement and velocity of the piston are proportional to

the displacement and velocity of the tube assembly. The propor-

tionality constant is the ratio of piston mass to the mass of the

tube assembly.

Unlike the microwave technique, this recoil method of velocity

~ fmeasurement has excellent resolution and thus can provide an accu-
rate measurement in regions of high piston acceleration. It is

particularly useful during constant pressure driver operation for
determining piston behavior near the end wall and for measuring

piston velocity at impact. Measurements of piston velocity ob-

tained with microwave and with tube recoil techniques were not

directly compared, but the investigations did verify that measure-

ments of maximum piston velocity obtained with both methods agreed

with theoretical predictions.

Accurate measurements of stroke length were obtained during

Ii closed tube runs not only to compare compressor performance against

theo:.y but also to be completely sure of the location of the point

I of piston reversal before breaking a diaphragm at new operating

conditions. Two methods of measuring the reversal point were used.

I When the rebound point was far from ti.e compressor end wall, an

electrical contact gauge mounted on an adjustable arm extending

I from the diaphragm plug was used to signal arrival of the piston

face at a known location. At higher compression ratio this tech-

nique was not satislactory because high pressures and temperatures

caused premature operation of the switch. Measurements of piston

I
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rebound close to the end wall were made with deformable copper

tabs mounted on the wall.

Measurement of piston displacement at reversal x and

maximum pressure P2f provides an indirect measure of tempera-

ture at the end of the stroke, The temperature at rebound can

be found from the ideal gas equation of state

(P2 f, L0 2 -xf -

T2 f T0 2i-§0( L )*1
02 02

This expression is similar to Eq. (5) except that it does not

assume that the driver gas compression is isentropic.

Three types of pressure gauges were used for driven tube

measurements. Bourdon type gauges were used to control tube

pressure during vacuum purging and to set initial p, level be-

fore a run. A thermocouple gauge was used to determine ultimate

vacuum level and leak rato. Flush-mounted piezoelectric gauges

were used to measure pressures behind incident and reflected shock

waves, P2 and P5. In this high temperature environment an

elastic adhesive proved to be a better thermal insulation for the

gauges than any other method attempted.

Two techniques were used for measuring shock velocity in the

driven tube. Piezoelectric gauges near the closed end of toe

driven tube provided measurement of time of arrival of the shock

at locations spaced axially 3.46 feet apart. Thus the incident

shock velocity could be found close to the point of shock reflec-

tion using some of the gauges used to determine pressure behavior

in the reflected zone. In addition, the shock velocity was mea-

sured throughout the driven tube using the same microwave tech-

I nique developed for piston velocity measurement. In this case the
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I; driven tube walls were excited in the TEll mode using a 1.7 KMHz

signal from a circular antenna located on the closed end of the

driven tube. There was sufficient ionization behind the incident

shock during almost all our tests to obtain a measurable signal

Ithroughout the tube. This measurement was found to give excellent

resolution because of sharp resonance peaks found in the signal

I for every 5.80-inch movement of the shock wave.

2I
I

I

I
i
I

I
ii
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V. EVALUATION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Closed Tube

The purpose of the first series of closed tube experiments

was to evaluate the accuracy of our isentropic analysis. Micro-

wave measurements of piston velocity verified that the peak ve-

locities predicted by theory were actually attained, at least to

within the limits of accuracy of our data. Measurements of stroke

length xf revealed that the point of piston rebound was generally

somewhat closer to the pump tube end wall than predicted by

Eq. (4). Figure 8 shows the measured and predicted stroke length

as a function of initial pressure ratio across the piston,

The peak pressure at rebound P2f proved to be somewhat lower

than predicted. The measured and predicted values of P2 f/P0 2 are

shown in Fig. 9 as a function of measured piston displacement at

rebound. With regard to both stroke length and peak pressure, the

primary difference between data and theory appears to be attribut-

able to heat transf during the compression stroke. The compressed

gas tempera ,-ires deauced from pressure measurements were as much as

25 percent below the isentropic predictions of Eq. (5). Discrep-

ancies between all of the predicted and measured values decreased

as the reservoir pressure was increased and the stroke time was

shortened.

Kn66s (Ref. 7) investigated the effects of beat transfer from

a piston-compressed gas. He found that the heat transfer effects

were strongly affected by stroke time. During the compression

stroke a thermal boundary layer forms on the walls of the .om-

pression tube and the face of the piston. Thus a relatively cool,

dense gas layer exists close to the walls. Our isentropic analy-

sis does not account for nonuniform conditions in the compressed
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gas so it predicts a higher peak pressure than actually exists at

rebound.

The gas far from the walls, outside of the thermal boundary

layer, should undergo an isentropic compression. As the stroke

-- cim is decreased, the thermal boundary layer becomes thinner,

and a larger percentage of the driver gas is compressed isentropi-

cally. The temperature of this hot core of the compressed gas can

be found from the measurud ratio of initial to final pressure
-- using the isentropic relation

P2f\
T T 2\ (12)
2f T02 02(

We have no way of measuring the temperature of the compressed gas.

directly for comparison with this relation. However, as brought

out below, we can estimate the driver temperature by analyzing

the driver performance during shock tube operation.

B. Constant Volume Driver

For operation in this mode, the ratio P0 1 /P 0 2  is selected

so that the piston comes to rest very close to the compressor end

wall, and the diaphragm ruptures just at the end of the stroke.

Values of P2f and xf are first measured on a closed tube run.

A diaphragm is scribed so as to burst approximately 200 psi:: higher than P2f" The measured value of xf is used to size a

steel spike that is mounted on the front face of the piston, with

its length chosen so that when the piston face arrives at xf,

the tip of the spike will protrude --inch through the diaphragm.

This method of diaphragm rupture provided very repeatable driver

conditions. The driver pressure P4 was found to be only slightly

4 less than the closed tube maximum pressure P2 f*
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A series of runs were made with argon in the driven tube to

evaluate driver performance for producing shock waves in a heavy

gas at high shock Mach numbers. The range of shock Mach numbers j
in argon should be relatively close to what one would obtain

using air as the test gas. Two different driver conditions were

chosen, with P4 = 850 and 1100 psi for a range of initial
driven tube pressures PI' from 1 Torr to 20 Torr. This work

was done Aith 200 psi reservoir pressure, using an early piston

design that was considerably heavier (60 pounds) than the hollow

one descrit herein. The stick velocities obtained ranged from

18,000 to o-er 30,000 feet/second, with a corresponding range

of shock Macb numbers from 17 to 30. The microwave Lraces

showed strong attenuation of the shock, particL.larly for the high

velocity tests. A typical microwave trace using argon is shown in

Fig. 10. Equal spacing of the resonance peaks would have indi-

cated uniform velocity. Measurements taken from the right side

of this trace, corresponding to a physical location close to the a
driven tube end wall, agreed closely with the velocity obtained

from titie of arrival at adjacent pressure gauges. The pressure

traces showed that for shock velocities greater than 18,000 feet/

second the driver length was sufficient for the shock to arrive

at the driven tube end wall bef-ore arrival of the expansion wave

that reflects from the piston face.

A second series of experiments were made with helium in the

driven tube to evaluate performance with a light gas, a situation

that is of interest for seeded beam experiments. A light gas

raised to high energy levels by shock reflection can be seeded

with heavier molecules like N2 or 02, expanded through a noz-

zle, and used to produce extremely high velocities of the heavier

species for studies of atomic or molecular interactions with species
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in the test section. This technique can provide particle veloci-

ties considerably higher than a pure heavy gas expansion, and the

thermal excitation frozen into the heavy particles during the ex-

pansion can be considerably lower.

The new light piston was used for this investigation of shock

waves in helium. The shorter stroke time with the lighter piston

developed 1320 psi driver pressure using the same compressor

conditions that produced 1100 psi with the heavier piston.

These driver conditions were used with a range of p1  from 1 to

60 Torr. The range of shock velocities obtained in helium was

about the same as that in argon, but the shock Mach numbers in

helium were all less than 8. Sufficient ionization was found

behind the incident shock to get well defined microwava traces

except at the highest values of pl. Almost no attenuation of

the incident shock in helium was found.

The data obtained using helium as the test gas are shown in

Fig. 11 for comparison with shock tube performance predictions.

The data are plotted as shock Mach number Ms versus initial dia-

phragm pressure ratio P41. The curves were predicted by simple

shock tube theory (see the appendix), with each curve corresponding

to a dlfferent assumed helium driver gas temperature. Note that

our data falls close to the curve corresponding to a 2000'K

driver gas temperature. For comparison, we estimated the driver

temperature should have been 2500*K based on the measured com-

pression ratio and the isentropic relation given in Eq. (12). The

discrepancy between these two methods of deducing driver gas tem-

perature probably can be attributed to the presence of colder gas

in the thermal boundary layer on the walls and on the spike.

Figure 12 shows measurements of the duration of steady pres-

sure in the reflected zone (p) plotted as a function of initial
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driven tube pressure (pl). Note that at the higher levels of p,

tie conditions in the reflected zone are steady for as long as

200 microseconds. This curve indicates the potential duration of

steady flow that would be available if a nozzle were used to ex-

. pand the shock-heated gas from the reflected zone as in a shock

" Utunnel. It should be noted that the time dilration involved in

starting a nozzle flow, perhaps a hundred microseconds, must I

, subtracted from the values shown in the plot. Therefore, at ex-

tremely high shock Mach numbers the constant volume technique can-

not provide steady stagnation conditions for a sufficient length

of time for use in shock tunnel operation.

In summary, it was found that for the constant volume mode,

the general range of driver gas temperature was close to the

values predicted by isentropic theory based on measurement of the

I compression ratio, and the driver performance was predictable in

terms of conventional shock tube relations, Higher shock veloci-

I ties could have been produced by increasing P4  (by as much as a

factor of 3) and by decreasing the stroke time to reduce thermal

I losses during the compression stroke. However the shock velocities

obtained were quite high for a system whose initial pressure (P01)

; I was only 200 psi. The factor of seven pressure amplification and

-- the compression heating of the helium driver gas combined to pro-

I vide an extremely high performance shock tube driver. If air were

used in the driven tube, the energy available in the reflected

I zone would be high enough to produce a very short-duration nozzle

flow with velocities up to 30,000 feet/second.

C. Constant Pressure Driver

I The difference in driver gas pressure behavior between a con-

stant pressure mode and the constant volume mode described previously

3
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is illustrated by the oscilloscope traces in Fig. 13. The dia- I
phragm rupture point for the latter case (Fig. 13a) is well de-

fined. In contrast, the diaphragm rupture in the constant pres-

sure case (Fig. 13b) occurs somewhere before the maximum pressure

point. The pressure remains approximately constant for about j
2 milliseconds and then begins a gradual decay.

No spike was used on the piston for the constant pressure

experiments; the diaphragm was broken by the pressure rise alone.

The diaphragm scribe depth (thus the break pressure) had to be j
carefully controlled so that the piston would follow a prescribed

behavior following diaphragm rupture. Keeping the initial reser-

voir pressure at 400 psi, and pump tube pressure at 12.5 psi,

and using a 2-inch diameter orifice, the driver conditions and j
piston behavior were controlled by small changes in diaphragm

scribe depth. Nominal driver conditions were P4 = 1000 psi and

T4 = 15000K.

Several closed tube runs were made for calibration purposes

prior to shock tube operation. The stroke time, rebound point,

maximum pressure, and pressure history were all quite close to

the predicted values. Shock tube runs were then started using a

range of driven tube pressures from 10 to 130 Torr to evalu-

ate the driver performance characteristics and to establish the

shock Mach number for tailored interface conditions. Argon was

used in the driven tube for reasons given below.

The driver and driven tube conditions chosen produced values

of M between 6 and 12, and the microwave traces showed

relatively low attenuation. The data showed that tailored inter-

face conditions were produced at M = 10. Pressure data taken

during a run at these conditions are shown in Fig. 14a. The upper
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! trace shows incident shock arrival at an upstream pressure gauge;

the lower trace shows incident and reflected shock pressures at a

3 point -inch from the driven tube end wall. The duration of

steady P5 was at least 1 millisecond. The noise observed on

I these signals prior to shock arrival, most noticeable on the upper

beam, was generated by impact of the diaphragm leaves. The dis-

I turbances moved fast enough to outrun the shock during these tests,

but were not observed during the higher velocity tests described

3 in Section V-B.

The steady conditions in the reflected zone are ended by ar-

I rival of an expansion wave generated by deceleration of the piston

* at the end of its stroke. The piston behavior during this type of

I driver operation is displayed in the tube recoil trace in Fig. 14b.

The downwara displacement of the upper beam and upward displacement

of the lower beam relative to their base lines are each proportional

4 to the distance traveled by the piston after launch, but the signals
are displayed at different beam sweep speeds. The portion of the

upper beam up to the maximum displacement point describes the com-

I pression stroke, and from it we can determine the maximum piston

velocity, the stroke time, and the stroke length. On this run the

piston passed through a maximum velocity of 380 feet/second and

decelerated to about 240 feet/second at diaphragm rupture. The

diaphragm rupture point is not apparent on this trace, but it oc-

curred about 5 milliseconds before the first signal peak.

The first maximum in the signal occurred when the piston came

to rest about an inch fro. the compressor end wall and rebounded

because the pressure of residual gas ahead of the piston was greater

than that of the expanded reservoir gas. This rebound carried the

piston a few feet back from the end wall, it reversed direction,

I and as shown by the lower beam this time it struck the end wall be-

cause the gas ahead of it had sufficient time to cool. This initial
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impact was followed by several additional impacts on this run be-

cause of the pneumatic plungers (described in Section VI) on the

end wall used for impact absorbtion. With the exception of the re-

peated end wall impact, -his piston behavior was observed in all of

our constant pressure type runs.

D. Comparison of Two Driver Modes

The shock tube pcrformance characteristics of a constant

volume driver, illustrated in Fig. 11, are generated by relations

that are well known (Ref. 8) because most shock tube drivers

operate in this mode. The relations required for such calcula-

tions are presented in the appendix. The method used to predict --

the performance of a constant pressure driver is somewhat more

complex than the constant volume case and not currently as well

defined. The method developed to predict constant pressure 4
driver performance is also presented in the appendix. In addi-

tion, the appendix also presents our method for calculating the

shock Mach number required for tailored interface operation (M st)

as a function of driver gas temperature. The relation between u

Mst and P4  is different for a constant pressure driver than

for a constant volume driver. t

Figure 15 shows curves of M versus the initial diaphragm "

pressure ratio P4 1 for different assumed values of T4. These

curves were generated for a constant pressure helium driver with

argon in the driven tube using the method outlined in the appendix.

They are valid for the specific case of our tube geometry with a

2-inch diameter oriFice at the diaphragm station. The data shown

were obtained during runs described in the previous section.

Agreement between data and theory is close enough to justify use

of our analysis for predicting shock tube characteristics and to

verify the value of driver gas temperature at diaphragm rupture
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predicted by our computer program. The improvement in perfor-

mance that could be obtained by increasing the orifice diameter

to three inches is shown by the curves in Fig. 16. d
Figure 17 shows the advantages of using the constant pres-

sure mode. Curves of the tailoring shock Mach number Mst versus

driver gas temperature T4 are presented for both a constant

pressure driver and for a constant volume driver. Both curves

were computed assumir.g helium in the driver and argon in the

driven tube. The constant pressure curve was developed using a

method presented in the appendix, and is independent of the ori-

fice diameter chosen to produce the flow. The constant volume

curve was developed from relations presented in Ref. 9. Com-

parison of these curves shows that for a given driver gas tem-

perature the constant pressure driver will provide tailored in-

terface operation at a higher shock Mach number and thus provide

greater energy for a nozzle expansion from the reflected shock

zone. As pointed out in the appendix, the higher Mst obtained

with the constant pressure driver comes about because of differ-

ences between unsteady and steady-state driver gas expansions.

Thus a constant pressure driver would be expected to have a simi-

lar advantage for other diver-driven gas combinations.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

I The free-piston compressor produces high energy shock tube

:i * Idriver conditions in two different modes of operation. The con-

stant volume mode produces maximum energy in ihe reflected zone

* at the end of the driven tube for a few hundred microseconds; the

constant pressure mode produces a longer duration of steady re-

flected zone pressure at a somewhat reduce energy level. Mea-

surements showed that piston behavior and compressed gas condi-

g tions were adequately predicted by the analyses described herein.

Measurements of shock driving characteristics and tailoring shock

< 3 I Mach number that were taken during operation in the constant pres-

sure mode were found to be predictable by methods developed in

this report.

Based on this investigation we conclude that tailored inter-

5 face operation should be possible at shock Mach numbers up to 15

in air, and off-tailored operation should extend above M = 30.

I Strong shock attenuation should be expected at the higher values

of Ms, but this may be reduced by honing the walls of the driven

I tube. Some design work remains to be done before attempting to

develop a flow from the reflected zone into a vacuum chamber. The

I support system presently used must be redesigned to permit free

recoil with the end of the driven tube inside a vacuum tank. An

adequate sliding seal at the tube-tank interface is required. In

addition, for safety purposes, we would recommend that the present

manually operated high pressure valves be replaced by remotely

activated valves that can be interlocked to the piston release

I mechanism.

One advantage of piston compression for driver gas production

is that the diaphragm is broken by a momentary surge of high energy
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gas that has a pressure far in excess of the initial pressure any-

where In the system. Operation in the constant pressure mode per-

mits use of an extremely small driver volume and for tailored in-

terface work its performance is equivalent to a much longer conven-

tional driver that would require almost an order of magnitude more

energy input.

j

4
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APPENDIX

PREDICTION OF SHOCK TUBE PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

The shock velocity produced by a given set of driver and I
driven tube conditions can be predicted once the nature of the

driver gas expansion and the tube geometry have been specified.

The performance of a shock tube driver is characterized by the

variation of shock Mach number with initial diaphragm pressure

ratio at different driver gas temperatures. Such performance

characteristics are well known for a conventional constant vol-

ume shock tube driver, but are not readily available for a con-

scant pressure driver. The equations governing the performance

of both types of drivers presented below show that the difference

in their performance comes about because in one case the driver

gas undergoes an unsteady expansion into the driven tube, while

in the other case it undergoes a steady-state expansion. It is

also shown that, because of the difference between an unsteady

expansion and a steady-state expansion, tailored interface condi-

tions are obtained at higher M in a constant pressure driver

than in a constant volume driver with the same initial conditions

for both.

Prediction of Ms for Given P41 and T4

In either mode of driver operation, the shock velocity pro-

duced by a given set of driver conditions is found by matching

the conditions behind the shock front to the conditions behind

the interface in the expanded driver gas. For both modes, the

boundary condition for this match is that the pressure and the

velocity of flow must be the same on both sides of the interface,
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The two modes of operation are illustrated in Figs. A-I and

A-2. Standard shock tube notation is used in Fig. A-I. The nota-

tion and the physical model illustrated in Fig. A-2 follow that

used by Russell in an investigation of the influence of a flow

constriction at the diaphragm station on shock tube behavior.

Russell found that the assumption of a stationary Fanno recom-

pression downstream of the orifice provided better agreement with

his data than an alternate model based on normal shock recom-

pression. The Fanno process is assumed to take place at constant

area downstream of the orifice. Energy and mass flow are conserved

4through this region but momentum is dissipated by an unspecified

mechanism.

For both modes of driver operation the conditions in Region 2

are found from the normal shock relations. Applying the boundary

condition of equal pressure and velocity across the interface

S2 a 1 1 \
3 = 2 + s  ) (A-l)

P3 = P2 = P1 (A-2)

where Ms = us/a I . Values of u3 and P3 also can be computed

directly from the conditions in Region 4 once the nature of the

driver gas expansion has been specified. The Ms corresponding

to given driver conditions is that value of Ms  that satisfies

both the normal shock relations above and the equations governing

T the driver gas expansion to Region 3. For the constant volume

t Russell, D. A., A Study of Area Change Near the Diaphragm Station
of a Shock Tube, Memorandum No. 57, Gugenheim Aeronautical Labora-
tory, California Institute of Technology, July 20, 1960.
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driver this solution can be obtained in analytic form. For the

constant pressure driver one must iterate to find Ms.

The equations governing driver gas expansion are shown below.

For simplicity we have assumed that both driver and driven gases

are perfect, with isentropic exponents v4  and 1,, respectively.
For our work this assumption is probably quite good for the helium

driver gas. For the gas in the driven tube, however, Eqs. (A-i)

and (A-2) can be significantly in error at high values of Ms.

For our experimental work this error was minimized by using mona-

tomic gases in the driven tube. The normal shock pressure ratio

is not strongly influenced by real gas effects in a monatomic gas.

Comparison with calculations that account for real gas effects

showed that even at the higher shock Mach numbers the value of

S2 /pl computed from Eq. (A-2) was only a few percent high. This

level uf accuracy is sufficient for estimating performance charac-

teristics with a monatomic gas, but real gas effects would have to

be considered if a diatomic gas were chosen in the driven tube.

Case I - Constant Volume Driver Expansion

-- It has been shown (Ref. 8) that the equation for velocity

change across an unsteady expansiton

a4 a 3 + 2 u3 (A-3)

can be combined with the isentropic relation

'Y4 "i
a

4(A-4)

and the normal shock relations above to yield
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P4  I21, - - \alM i -1 (A-5)

P41 i I +1 i +I ,a4 s M

Figure 11 shows a plot of Ms  versus P4 1  obtained from this re-

lation for different values of T4  assuming helium in both the

driver and driven tubes.

Case II - Constant Pressure Driver Expansion

In this case the geometry near the diaphragm station must be

carefully defined. As shown in Fig. A-l, the driver gas expands

isentropically from Region 4 to Region 3' and then undergoes a

compression between Regions 3' and 3. The tube cross-sectional

areas in Region 4, in Region 3, and at the orifice must be speci-

fied to find a solution. Assuming steady-state, isentropic flow

of the driver gas into the driven tube, we can use one dimensional

flow relations to define M4  and M3, from the area ratios be-

tween these sections and the sonic region. Thus the conditions in .

Region j' can be found from the conditions in Region 4. Following

Russell, we assume that the supersonic flow in Region 3' then under- ..

goes a Fanno recompression to the conditions in Region 3. Russell

has shown that conservation of energy and mass across this recom-

pression can be used to relate the change in velocity to the change

in pressure between Regions 3' and 3. Stalker presents this rela-

tion in the form

P3 u 1 4 - I2 u 3
P3'- u3  2 M3, -3 (A-6)

To find M for given driver conditions we developed ans

iterative procedure based on Eqs. (A-l), (A-2), (A-6), and the
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equations of isentropic flow for the driver gas. The results of

m I such calculations are shown in Figs. 15 and 16 for orifice diame-

ters of 2 and 3 inches. Curves of M versus P41  are shown

for different values of T4  assuming helium driver gas and argon

in the driven tube.

Prediction of Tailoring Shock Mach Number

I Tailored interface conditions exist in the reflected zone when

the reflected shock passes through the interface without generating

I any secondary waves that reflect back toward the closed end of the

tube. In the analysis which follows we consider only the case

I where Y4 = )' and assume both gases are perfect. In this case

tailored conditions exist when a2 = a3. We further simplify our

.I analysis by considering only the special case of a hLlium driver

a with argon in the driven tube. Then reflected zone conditions will

3 be tailored when

ST 2 = 10 T3  . (A-7)

Both T2 and u3 = u2  can be found from the normal shock re-

I lations for a given value of Ms. T3  can be related to T4  by

specifying the nature of the driver gas expansion. This relation

determines Mst as a function of 14 and has a different form

for a constant pressure driver than for a conventional constant

I volume driver. A constant volume driver is governed by Eq. (A-3)

for an unsteady expansion. A constant pressure driver is governed

* by the steady-state energy equation

2
h = h3 + u3  (A-8)

I where the enthalpy h is proportional to temperature for a per-

I fect gas.
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Figure 17 shows a plot of Mst versus T4  for these two

different types of driver gas expansions. The curve representing
the constant pressure driver is not dependent on orifice diame-

ter. Note that for a given value of T the constant pressure
4

driver will provide tailored conditions at a higher value of Mst.

The reason can be seen by comparing Eqs. (A-3) and (A-8). For

given T4 and u3, one obtains a higher value of T3 with a

steady-state expansion, and thus must increase M in order tos

satisfy Eq. (A-7). For this reason one would expect that regard-

less of what driven tube gas was chosen the constant pressure

driver would provide a higher value of Mst than could be ob-

tained with the conventional constant volume driver.

Ii-
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